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RELIEF
Research & Experimentation for Local & International Emergency & First-Responders
Thank you to everyone who made the 12-1 a productive and fun event.  November 2-4 saw 
the attendance of 64 participants working on 11 different experiments, with many more virtual 
volunteers lending a hand from around the world. One of the advantages RELIEF provides is the 
space for different researchers, planners, and practitioners in the community to come together 
and work shoulder to shoulder on various projects important to HA/DR.  One of the major bo-
nuses to the model is there are often new ideas and breakthrough solutions developed from such 
interactions.  To explore some of these ad hoc experiments, please visit our website and browse 
the comprehensive Quick Look Report from the event. 
RELIEF’s aim is to provide the proper venue to allow unhindered research and experimentation 
for developments in the HA/DR community.  As such, input regarding the needs of the community 
is vital to each event’s success.  For the 12-2 event, we will debut a new planning process. This 
includes a formal Request for Information (RFI) document detailing the capability gaps as out-
lined by US military Combatant Commands (COCOMs), civilian agencies, international organiza-
tions, and non-governmental organizations.  We welcome prospective participants to review each 
event’s RFI to identify their potential areas of contribution and expertise.  Additionally, if you feel 
your organization has a relevant capability gap to highlight within the RELIEF RFI, please forward 
us your suggestion.
The following newsletter offers a taste of our last event held 2-4 November at Camp Roberts, 
CA. While the successes listed below are exciting, the true unique value that RELIEF offers is best 
experienced as a participant. We strongly encourage you to apply for participation at our website 
ERHNSMRYWMR'EQT6SFIVXWXLMWGSQMRK*IFVYEV],IPHMREH]REQMG½IPHIRZMVSRQIRXEPPX]TIW
of experimentation and collaboration are encouraged.





































If you participated in the QuickNets exercise, please 
complete Humanity Road’s After Action Survey 
http://bit.ly/s4Nqc6  
Thanks for participating.
NowForce, United Hatzalah, and Natli/Seculife joined QuickNets in their collaboration with California National Guard and the 
Camp Roberts Fire Department to stage a mass casualty incident.  NowForce worked with groups like Lockheed Martin to test 
XLIMVEFMPMX]XSEWWMQMPEXIERHHMWWIQMREXIXLIHEXEXSIQIVKIRG]½VWXVIWTSRHIVW9RMXIH,EX^EPELERH2EXEPM7IGYPMJIVITVIWIR-
XEXMZIW[LSYWIXLI2S[*SVGIW]WXIQMRXLI½IPHMR-WVEIPIHYGEXIHXLI97QMPMXEV]ERHGMZMPMERIQIVKIRG]VIWTSRWITIVWSRRIP
as to the ease and effectiveness of the use of the NowForce system. Over 200 need requests including incidents of search & 
rescue and trauma cases were responded to and cleared within 90 minutes. All calls were processed by rescue teams using stan-
dard hand-held smartphone devices with the NowForce system. Complementary tracking technology, including overhead UAV’s 
monitored the event to provide 360 degree situational awareness and data collection for post-event analysis. 




personnel to retrieve the ribbons 
as described by the dispatcher.  At 
each location the responder col-
lected the ribbon, but also closed 
the ticket by changing the category 
on the GeoIQ mobile application. 
8LISTIVEXMSRGIRXIV[EWE¾YVV]
of activity.  Dispatchers actively 
processed the incoming texts and 
the GeoIQ mobile app was up-
dated in real-time as victims were 
discovered and collected.
As the afternoon wound down, 
XLIVI [IVI WIZIVEP MHIRXM½IH ZMG-
tims that had not been respond-
8LMW MW XLI ½VWX I\IVGMWI MR XLI ½IPH
for the GeoIQ mobile application. 
Field testing with the QuickNets situ-
ational awareness platform helped 
identify integration decision points as 
QuickNets, GeoIQ, and SMS-aggrega-
tor Ushahidi continue collaborations.
Overall, the group was very happy 
with results.  John Livengood of the 
4EGM½G(MWEWXIV'IRXIVERH1EXX1E-
HMKERSJ+IS-5 MHIRXM½IH ZMGXMQW MR
XLI½IPH8[SXIEQWSJ -WVEIPM,EX^E-
lah responders were dispatched by 
QuickNets, working with NowForce 
ERH'EQT6SFIVXWFEWI½VIVIWTSRWI For more information, please contact Matt 
Madigan (matt@geoIQ.org)
GeoIQ & QuickNets Continue Collaborations
ed that we could see on the map.   John 
Crowley, Galit Sorokin and Matt Madigan 
headed out with the GeoIQ mobile appli-
cation and only using the map were quickly 
EFPIXSGPIEVXLI½IPHSJXLI½REPIMKLXVMF-
bons and updated the status for operators 
back at base.
From the Operations Center, the group 
was able to see the progress responders 
made in real-time and view victims that 
had not been attended to.  By having re-
sponders use a Stop Search Category, 
icons on the map made the progress and 
resolution easy to see.  




Humanity Road attended RELIEF 
12-1 in collaborative support of 
Quick-Nets, microtasking and in-
cident processing.  Local Commu-
nity Emergency Response Teams 
(C.E.R.T) were also a part of the 
effort.  For this experiment, HR 
focused on identifying only one 
portion of the overall map manage-
QIRXXLITVSGIWW¾S[JSVVIXYVR-
ing Microtasking management to 
local support as soon as it is feasi-
ble.  These steps include: Activating 
Volunteers; Training Volunteers; and 
Transition to local.
In the past two years, crisis-maps that 
emerge at the onset of disaster have 
been used successfully to gain situ-
ational awareness in large scale events. 
However, as this is emerging technol-
ogy there are few guidelines for best 
practices and an absence of documen-
tation on how to effectively execute the 
lifecycle of the map against the lifecycle 
of the event.  The map initiator has var-
ied from newspaper organizations to 
student organizations, as well as crisis 
camp volunteers.  Service centers be-
gin to appear on the map (such as dis-
tribution centers, service centers, ice, 
QSFMPILSWTMXEPW%WRIIHWEVIJYP½PPIH
inbound incidents decline and the map 
morphs from situational awareness for 
responders to situational awareness 
for the public.  Maintaining this effec-
tively will help improve crisis communi-
cations. Transitioning the map to a local 
team as soon as the local community 
can support it is important for moni-
toring public needs and effective crisis 
management.   This can potentially help 
reduce or prevent the “disaster after 
the disaster”; namely ineffective re-
source management.
Microtasking  Disaster Response
For more information, please contact 
Cat Graham (cat@humanityroad.org)
;MXL3TIR&876ERKI2IX[SVOW HIQSRWXVEXIH E WMQTPIV TS[IV IJ½GMIRX TSVXEFPI
cellular network. In contrast to the Cell on Wheels (COWs) typically used for these 
applications, the systems tested at RELIEF were small enough to be delivered by light 
aircraft, helicopter, pack animal, or persons traveling by foot. The network itself was 
MW EPWSZIV]¾I\MFPIEPPS[MRKSRWMXIHIZIPSTQIRXSJEHLSG MRXIVJEGIWFIX[IIR+
(non-smart-phone) handsets and other IP-based applications. OpenBTS is as relevant 
to work in disaster relief as it is to rural development; both applications will hopefully 




      QUICK LOOK REPORT
'EX+VELEQLSPHWELERHJYPSJ±IQIVKIRG]RSXM½GEXMSRW²
ready for tagging across Camp Roberts. Each ribbon held 
EWTIGM½GQIWWEKI VERKMRK JVSQFVSOIR PMQFW XSRSXWS
urgent calls for social libations. 
%PPSJXLIGSQQIRXWERHSTMRMSRWTVSZMHIHMRXLMWRI[WPIXXIVEVIXLITIVWSREPI\TVIWWMSRWSJXLIVIWTIGXMZIMRHMZMHYEPWERHHSRSXVITVIWIRXXLISJ½GMEPTSPMG]SVTSWMXMSRSJER]KSZIVRQIRX
EKIRG]2SXLMRKMRXLMWRI[WPIXXIVVITVIWIRXWERIRHSVWIQIRXF]XLI2EZEP4SWXKVEHYEXI7GLSSPSVER]SXLIVKSZIVRQIRXIRXMX]
Three people have been murdered in the town of Nuevo Laredo for taking part in crowdsourced monitoring of drug-
related violence. Their deaths highlight the need for security standards for those deploying, reporting to, and using infor-
mation from crowdsourced technologies. There are numerous indicators from around the world including Egypt, Pakistan, 
and Sudan that hostile groups are coming to understand and act against crowdsourced systems. Until standards exist for 
operating them in a secure manner, crowdsourced crisis response deployments will continue to be insecure by default. We 
HSRSXORS[MJXLIHIEXLWMR2YIZS0EVIHSEVIXLI½VWXFYXXLI][MPPRSXFIXLIPEWX
Sam Bendett (STAR-TIDES / NDU) and George Chamales (Rogue Genius LLC) presented a lunch-time seminar on Opera-
tional Security Concerns of Crowdsourcing Technology.  The presentation drew attendees from numerous organizations 
represented at the Camp Roberts RELIEF exercise including members from the US government, NGO community, and the 
Volunteer Technical Community.
The presentation focused on a series of ten attacks against crowdsourced crisis response deployments with real-world 
examples of where each of those attacks has been seen in the wild.  Following the discussion on attacks, the presentation 
shifted to the ad hoc defensive strategies that have been promoted in the crowdsourced crisis response community to deal 
with these vulnerabilities.  These approaches provide limited coverage of the range of potential attacks and the case was 
made for the development of standards and best practices capable of robust coverage.  Once developed, those standards 
WLSYPHFI½IPHXIWXIHEXI\IVGMWIWWYGLEW'EQT6SFIVXW[LIVIEREGXMZII\IVGMWI[SYPHMRGPYHIEHZIVWEVMIWEXXIQTXMRK
to disrupt or manipulate the response operation.
Attendees asked numerous questions throughout the presentation and made additional comments from their own experi-
ences with this and similar technology.  Numerous points were raised that highlighted the need for thorough standards in 
XLI½IPH8LIWIVERKIHJVSQXLIGSRGIVRXLEXHMWGYWWMRKTSXIRXMEPEXXEGOWGSYPHTVSZMHIEHZIVWEVMIW[MXLMHIEWJSVRI[
attack types (not a primary concern given the relatively low-sophistication needed to exploit the current set of known 
vulnerabilities) to basic best practices for personal computer security that could be taken by members taking part in the 
deployments remotely. For more information, please contact George Chamales (george@roguegenius.com)
Crowdsourced Data Security




One of the more involved experiments at 12-2 was 
an ad hoc collaboration between UA Vision and Geo-
cent. This experiment centered on taking UAV track 
and camera data and providing it as a shared layer 
in various GIS service formats for other platforms. 
The Geocent service provided a decision maker with 
the UAVs path and where its sensors were collect-
ing data.  Accessing the sensor data could provide the 
ZMHISJVSQXLI9%:W¾MKLX8LSYKLXLIEREPSKZMHIS
PMQMXIHXLIEFMPMX] XSEWWSGMEXIEWTIGM½G JVEQI[MXL
the timestamp and location, this could be a simple 
task with the inclusion of digital video. With no prior 
cooperation before RELIEF,  creating this functional-
ity required less than two days for two Geocent GIS 
developers. This relationship will continue to further 
push the limits of the technology and assist UA Vi-
sion with developing their capabilities. The result is a 
service providing UAV information to several entities. 
These entities can easily access the sensor data for 
WYTTSVXMRK XLIMV S[R WTIGM½GQMWWMSR SV XEWO JVSQ
within their own systems.
For example, one organization may use this data to 
view the condition of a logistical route, where as an-
SXLIVQE]YWIXLI9%:ZMHISXSGSR½VQVITSVXWSJ
HMWTPEGIHTIVWSRRIP[MXLMRE WTIGM½GEVIE XLIWEQI
data used for two unique requirements. Both groups 
look forward to continuing collaborations within the 
tactical testbed in February.
Aimed at better addressing the needs of the HA/DR 
community, future RELIEF events will be held under 
the Joint Inter-agency Field Experimentation (JIFX) 
framework through the Naval Postgraduate School.  
Logistically, RELIEF remains unchanged.  The event will 
have a broadened audience, however, as RELIEF now 
operates in concurrence with the Technical Support 
and Operational Analysis (TSOA) activity sponsored 
F]XLI3J½GISJXLI7IGVIXEV]SJ(IJIRWI37(
This is a unique opportunity that allows for increased 
operational interaction between civilians and the 
military, including the sharing of resources and exper-
tise. JIFX now provides greater visibility to RELIEF’s 
achievements while also bolstering realtime knowl-
edge sharing across US government agencies.
Please visit our 
website to...
(1) Download the 
12-1 Quick 
Look Report 
(2) Apply to join 
us 29 February to 
2 March
Geeking Out
Geocent is exposed to tactical operations.

8LI ½KYVI EFSZI MW E WGVIIRWLSX JVSQ XLI MRMXMEP IJJSVX FI-
tween UA vision and Geocent. The solid lines indicate the en-
XMVITEXL[LMPIXLIGMVGPIWMRHMGEXIEWTIGM½GPSGEXMSREXXMQI
“t”. This is blended with the infrastructure layer for bridges 
HI½RIHF] XLIYWIV XSSRP] WLS[FVMHKIW[LSWIGSRHMXMSR
is in question and the Tactical Operations Center located at 
1G1MPPER%MV½IPH
